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that, strong though he was, it would be wiser to wait until he had still
further increased the non-Persian-element in his army before actually
supplanting the ancient royal line.1 After all, he had secured the substance
of power, and was Shah in all but name ; he could therefore well afford
to wait until he could, without risk, make himself the de jure ruler of
Persia.
On the 17th Rabi' I (7th September) the investiture of 'Abbas III
took place at the Talar-i-Tawila palace. On the infant's cradle being
brought forward, Nadir laid tkejiqa or aigrette of sovereignty by his head
and placed a sword and shield beside him.2 Homage was then rendered
to the new monarch ; for seven days and nights the drums sounded.
As the new Shah was only eight months old, the control of state affairs
had obviously to be entrusted to a regent. It was no less obvious who the
regent would be. Nadir, on taking this office, dropped the title of
Tahmasp Quli Khan (by which he had been known since 1726), and
adopted those of Wakilu'd-Daula and Na'ibu's-Saltana,
The news of the coup d'etat was received at St. Petersburg with satis-
faction, where Nadir was looked upon as having always been " a declared
friend to Russia."8 Many at St. Petersburg believed that he would,
as soon as he was firmly established, " find means to dispatch this young
Sophy/1*
Ambassadors were sent to Turkey, Russia and India to convey the tidings
officially to the rulers of those countries. Muhammad CAH Khan, the
Beglarbegi of Fars, who was appointed Ambassador to India, was in-
structed to repeat to the Emperor the request made through 'All Mardan
Khan in 1730 for the Indian frontier to be closed to Afghan fugitives.5
In Constantinople the tidings of Tahmasp's deposition caused anxiety
for the future.6 The Porte, besides preparing for a clash of arms in
western Persia, determined to strengthen its influence in Daghistan and
Shirvan, in order to threaten Nadir with attack from that quarter* In-
structions were accordingly sent to Qaplan Girai, the Khan of the Crimea,
to support the pro-Turkish elements in those provinces. Qaplan Girai
therefore gave the titles of Vizier and Beglarbegi respectively to Surkhai
Khan and his son Muhammad.7 On being pressed by the Porte to take
more active steps, Qaplan Girai, early in 1733, dispatched his Qalgha,8
1 In this connection, see Hanway, Vol. IV, p. 73.
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